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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unicode Range</th>
<th>Characters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D00 - 1D0F</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Prosodies (Prosodics)
These three characters are not actually attested in musical contexts.

Efonetika

Melodimata (Melodics)

Fonitika (Vocals)
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Afona or Ypostaseis (Mutes or Hypostases)

1D055  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ELAFRON
1D056  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL CHAMILI

Argies (Retards)

1D057  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MIKRON ISON
1D058  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VAREIA NEO
1D059  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PIAMA NEO
1D05A  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIFISTON NEO
1D05B  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OMALON
1D05C  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ANTIKENOMA NEO
1D05D  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LYGISMA
1D05E  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI NEO
1D05F  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKALEMASMA
1D060  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ETERON PARAKALEMASMA
1D061  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KYLISMA
1D062  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ANTIKENOKLYSMA
1D063  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TROMIKON NEO
1D064  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL EKSTREPTON NEO
1D065  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNAGMA NEO
1D066  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYRMA
1D067  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL CHOREVMA NEO
1D068  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL EPEGERMA
1D069  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SEISMA NEO
1D06A  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL XIRON KLASMA
1D06B  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TROMIKOPSIFISTON
1D06C  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIFISTOLYGISMA
1D06D  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TROMIKOLYGISMA
1D06E  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TROMIKOPARAKALEMASMA
1D06F  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIFISTOPARAKALEMASMA
1D070  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TROMIKOSYNAGMA
1D071  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIFISTOSYNAGMA
1D072  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGOSYNTHETON
1D073  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARGOSYNTHETON
1D074  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ETERON ARGOSYNTHETON
1D075  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OYRANISMA NEO
1D076  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THEMATISMOSES
1D077  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THEMATISMOSEXO
1D078  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THEMA
1D079  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THESES KAI APOTHES
1D07A  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATAVASMA
1D07B  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ENDOFONON
1D07C  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL YFEN KATOT
1D07D  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL YFEN ANO
1D07E  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL STAVROS

Argies (Retards)

1D07F  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KLASMA ANO
1D080  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIPLI
1D081  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KRATIMA
1D082  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KRATIMA ALLO
1D083  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KRATIMA NEO
1D084  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APODERMA NEO
1D085  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APLI
1D086  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIPLI
1D087  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIPLI
1D088  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TETRAPLII
1D089  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KORONIS

Leimmatas or Siopes (Leimmas or Silencers)

1D08A  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA ENOS
1D08B  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA DYO
1D08C  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA TRION
1D08D  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA
1D08E  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEIMMA IMISEOS

Synagmata or Gorgotites (Synagmas or Quickeners)

1D08F  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON NEO ANO
1D090  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON
1D091  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON
1D092  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
1D093  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
1D094  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
1D095  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGORGON
1D096  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIGORGON
1D097  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARGON
1D098  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL IMIDIARGORON
1D099  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIARGORON

Agogika (Conduits)

Glyphs shown for conduits reflect Greek practice, with chi as the base letter; different national traditions use glyphs with different base letters.

1D09A  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI POLI ARGI
1D09B  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI ARGOTERI
1D09C  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI ARGI
1D09D  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI METRIA
1D09E  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI MESI
1D09F  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI GORGI
1D0A0  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI GORGI
1D0A1  -  BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL AGOGI POLI GORGI
Ichiimata and Martyrika (Ichimas and Evidentials)

1D0A2 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA PROTOS ICOS
1D0A3 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA ALLI PROTOS ICOS
1D0A4 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA DEYTEROS ICOS
1D0A5 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA ALLI DEYTEROS ICOS
1D0A6 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA TRITOS ICOS
1D0A7 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA TRIFONIAS
1D0A8 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA TETARTOS ICOS
1D0A9 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA TETARTOS LEGETOS ICOS
1D0AA – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA LEGETOS ICOS
1D0AB – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA PLAGIOS ICOS
1D0AC – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ISAKIA TELOUS ICHIMATOS
1D0AD – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOI TELOUS ICHIMATOS
1D0AE – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fanerosis Tetrafonias
1D0AF – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fanerosis Monofonias
1D0B0 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fanerosis Difonias
1D0B1 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA VARS ICOS
1D0B2 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA PROTOVARICOS ICOS
1D0B3 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL MARTYRIA PLAGIOS TETARTOS ICOS
1D0B4 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Gorthmikon N Daploun
  • used in intonation formulas instead of ν, before phonemes a, i, o, u
    → 038D υ greek small letter nu
1D0B5 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Gorthmikon N Diploun
  • used in intonation formulas instead of ν, before phoneme e
    → 038D υ greek small letter nu

Fthores (Destroyers)

1D0B6 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Enarxis Kai Fthora Vou
1D0B7 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Imifonon
1D0B8 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Imifthonon
1D0B9 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Archaios Deyterou Ichou
1D0BA – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Diatoniki Pa
1D0BB – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Diatoniki Nana
1D0BC – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Naos Ichos
1D0BD – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Diatoniki Di
1D0BE – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Skiron Diatonon Di
1D0BF – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Diatoniki Ke
1D0C0 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Diatoniki Zo
1D0C1 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Diatoniki Ni Kato
1D0C2 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Diatoniki Ni Aio
1D0C3 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Malakon Chroma Difonias
1D0C4 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Malakon Chroma Monofonias
1D0C5 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Skiron Chroma Vasis
  • BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Skiron Chroma Vasis
1D0C6 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Skiron Chroma Synafi
1D0C7 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Nenano
1D0C8 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Skrion Zygos
1D0C9 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Skrion Klipton
1D0CA – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Skrion Spathi

Alloioseis (Differentiators)

1D0CB – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora I Yfesis Tetartimorion
1D0CC – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Fthora Enarnmonios Antifonia
1D0CD – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Yfesis Trimorion
1D0CE – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diesis Trimorion
1D0CF – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diesis Trimorion
1D0D0 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diesis Tetartimorion
1D0D1 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diesis Monogrammos Tessera Dodek kata
1D0D2 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diesis Digrammos Ex Dodek kata
1D0D3 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diesis Trigrammos Okto Dodek kata
1D0D4 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Yfesis Apli Dyo Dodek kata
1D0D5 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Yfesis Apli Dyo Dodek kata
1D0D6 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Yfesis Monogrammos Tessera Dodek kata
1D0D7 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Yfesis Digrammos Ex Dodek kata
1D0D8 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Yfesis Trigrammos Okto Dodek kata
1D0D9 – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Yfesis Geniki Diesis

Rythmika (Rhythms)

1D0DA – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diaistoli Apli Mikri
  → 1D105 1 musical symbol short barline
1D0DB – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diaistoli Apli Megali
  → 1D100 1 musical symbol single barline
1D0DC – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diaistoli Dipli
1D0DD – BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL Diaistoli Theseos
Grammata (Letters)

The first three characters are not actually attested in musical contexts.

Specials
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